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The "faith", a safe guide along the mystic path
of St. John of the Cross

1. Il sentiero mistico1, the title given to
this work, starts a new proposal of
research about the dyptich "Subida del
Monte Carmelo" and "Noche Oscura",
combining two sentences by St. John
of the Cross: "path of dark
contemplation" (2S 7,13) and: "along
new ways" (2N 16,8).
In the original text in Spanish, the language of the Mystic Doctor, the two
texts sound like this: "senda de oscura contemplación" (2S 7,13) and "por
nuevos caminos" (2N 16,8).
As a reflection on a sheet of water, this work, changing the perspective,
pays attention not only to the 'noche oscura' that leads along the 'senda
oscura' towards the "alta unión con Dios (N, prologue)", but also, with a
greater intensity, to the 'senda oscura' that leads - en una noche oscura towards new dimensions of the life of the spirit, "por nuevos caminos no
sabidos ni experimentados" (2N 16,8) by those who are looking for God:
the " unión con Dios" (N, prologue).
1

for the synthesis of the book in Castilian language: GIOVANNI BALLINI, San
Juan de la Cruz, buscador de Dios en el nuevo milenio, in Monte Carmelo 3/2010,
Revista de Estudios carmelitanos, Burgos 2010, 485-520.
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That is to say: in front of the spring, the sheet of water, the "cristallina
fuente" of the objective contents of the faith2, that is, posed in front of the
intelligence of the faith involved in the 'Noche Oscura', the dyptich
Ascent/Dark Night, the theological reflection catches a glimpse of those
"silvery appearances" of that faith along the 'Senda Oscura', the Mystic
Path.
The perspective is certainly different: 'senda' instead of 'noche'. The end is
the same: "unión con Dios"; the evangelical way of Christ is exactly the
same: 'senda' as the'noche' is the dark but safe and totalizing guide,
towards that hope that Pope Benedict XVI calls the true "Hope", "The
eternity in which the totality embraces us and in which we embrace the
totality" (Spe salvi, n.12).
The Decree Die vicesima (AAS 18/1926) with which the pope Pius XI
declared St. John of the Cross Doctor of the Church, underlines that his
works are "codex et schola", whose content is the "caelestis sapientia" that
reveals the "senda de perfección" (1S 13,10).
2. To expose this "senda de perfección" the rational method with the
helicoidal movement is exploited, that, as St. Thomas of Aquin maintains
commenting on Dionysius the Aeropagite (De Divinsi Nominibus, IV), is
particularly suitable to express the functions of the contemplation starting
from a revealed data: "Discursus autem rationis, quando autem est
secundum illuminationes divinas, pertinet ad motum obliquum"
(Summa teologiae, II-II, q.180, a. 6 ad 3um). We have to remember that
we can recover this movement in Clement of Alexandria, who compares
the spiritual ascent towards God with that "turning movement that goes, in
a true ascent, towards the One who is" (Stromati, V, 14).
There are three areas - or theological knots - of the Christian mystery that,
with "motum obliquum"3 compose the structure of the mystic path and the
mystery of the theological science that is contained in it:
2

EULOGIO PACHO, San Giovanni della Croce, mistico e teologo, in Vita
cristiana ed esperienza mistica, Rome 1982, 319.
3
FEDERICO RUIZ, Le età della vita spirituale, in Tempo e vita spirituale,
Rome 1971, 99.
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[A] Mystic Theology, intuitive
- "salir en la noche a buscar" (2N 24,4)
- "pasar por la oscura noche" (S arg)

[N]
[S]

Doctrinal basis: the nature of the mystic path in the three terms of the
search: "noche" (a); "infusión" (b); "contemplación" (a’).
[B] Mystic dynamics, indicative
- "senda del alto Monte" (2S 7,3)
- "subir y bajar" (2N 18,3)

[S]
[N]

Existential development: the mystic dynamics of the mystic path in
the three elements that outline the way: pedagogy of God (a);
"senda” (b); searcher of God (a’).
[A’] Mysticism in evolution, exploratory
- "nuevos caminos (2N 16,8)
- "no tiene modo" (2 S4,5)

[N]
[S]

In a theological act: the cult in the spirit which is in progress, by
degrees, as new dimensions, through three exploratory criteria in
relation the one with the other: "todo y nada" (a); "coordinated
spirituality" (b); "theological attitude towards the nada" (a’).
As it can be noticed, this structure of the mystic path as a rotatory helicoidal progression that winds the 'Mount Carmel' of St. John of the
Cross leads - as a high and clear vertical line - to the "musica callada" of
the famous "nada" that are "doctrine" (1S 13,10-13) , totalizing fullness on
God's initiative for the sons of the Church, who received from God the
grace of having been placed "en la senda de este monte" (S, prologue 9).
3. This is the exploratory Mysticism in evolution, a "linear and teaching
mystic, charged with meaning and detailed" (Card. Giovan Battista
Re,Letter), a Mystic of doctrinal research, that "climbs the Mount" (Father
Saverio Canistrà, Review), a "dynamic-evolutionary" mystic of the
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experience (Father Roberto Fornara, Review); a mystic "a modo de la fe"
(CB prologue 2), traced in a catechetical and mystagogical form:
 In a catechetical form because it helps stay with Jesus Christ: "it
introduces into the comprehension of the reasons of our faith"4
 In a mystagogical form because it assimilates us to the life of Christ:
"it introduces us into the totality of the mystery of the salvation"5
The mystic path is thus a first approach to the "caelestis sapientia" of St.
John of the Cross, the "Master in the Faith"6.

4

BENEDICT XVI, Porta Fidei, Apostolic Letter, 11 October 2011, n. 10.
BENEDICT XVI, Porta Fidei, Apostolic Letter, n. 10.
6
JOHN PAUL II, Master in the Faith, Apostolic Letter, 14 December 1990;
Karol Wojtyla, The doctrine of Faith in St. John of the Cross, Milan 2003.
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Explore
"Since faith is a light, it draws us into itself,
inviting us to explore ever more
fully the horizon which it illumines"
- Lumen Fidei 36 -
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THE MYSTIC PATH
The following is about a mystic path called exploratory mysticism,
because through the three theological virtues – divine initiative – and
three exploratory criteria – answer of the human – God and the
searcher of God, the well-disposed explorer, are achieving some
mysterious communion.

SUBJECT
1. All the spirituality that I am going to expound in this mystic path is
contained in the following strophes. These explain the way the welldisposed explorer, the “searcher of God” (Benedict XVI), goes towards
new unexplored dimensions of the spirit, to reach, “in a dark night” (N,
poem), the “perfect union with God” (N, prologue), the final aim of the
Christian and human life.
2. We speak about a searcher of God, because under the impulse of the
spirit "he has been definitely converted to the service of God" (1N 1,2).
Two clear and harmless eyes lead and direct his walk along the mystic
path, “the path of perfection” (2S 7,3); they are the eyes of the Good
Shepherd: Christ, the Mystery and the Universal Sacrament of salvation
and the Redeemer of the mankind.
3. St. John of the Cross is “the chaste mind” (CB 1,22) who was able
to look at these clear eyes, because he was protected from the
contradiction of tongues (2N 16,3).
He is the Master and the father in the Faith, who shows them as the eyes
of the good-hearted Angel to whom who will have the fortune of
"entering upon this narrow path of obscure contemplation" (2S 7,13).
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4. When the searcher of God gazes at these two twin methods, he
discovers with great wonder that they have already leaded and forded
with him the river of the history, when the fleeting sunset was already
over: the first part of the night exceeded long since.
To these two clear eyes “as fire”, “Christ with his beautiful eyes”, as
they were called by the sisters of St. Therese of Avila, the “searcher of
God” addresses his worship. Actually, these eyes are always with him to
drive his walk towards the new spiritual dimensions of the second part
of the night.
5. The strophe are here all together because they will be the reference
for the explanation of the exploratory mysticism, and because the reader
could look at the synthesis, the substance of the following doctrinal
parts: mystic theology (A); mystic dynamics (B); mysticism in evolution
(A’). These strophes begin with a glance of wonder: they take as their
starting point the wonder of the Mystic Doctor: "a thing of great
wonder" (2N 5,7).
Here are the strophes:
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STROPHES
“poéme en prose in a sanjanista style”7 in which the well-disposed
explorer tells the wonder, the happy fortune of being in the mystic path.


This is the wonder in front of our eyes, in this day created by the
Good Shepherd of our souls: the time which elapses, the sun which
warms, the moons which succeed, the months which unfold as the
pages of a book: these are the Shepherd's moons.



And so, thanks to this humble Shepherd, with His clear and
harmless eyes, our life becomes a green meadow, on which He can
walk, rest, sleep; a silent mountain always in front of His eyes,
enchanting; a stream of clear waters, where He can catch sight of
His face; a little growing flower offered to His wonder; a blazing
starry sky in which He can admire the work of his hands.



This is what we are. Thanks to Him we are created for Him. Thus
our joy is to give Him our life, our moons, so that they may become
the Shepherd's moons.

7

SAVERIO CANNISTRÀ, PRAEPOSITUS OCD, “Camminare sui sentieri della
mistica”, Recensione, in Toscana-Oggi, Settimanale Cattolico delle Diocesi della
Toscana, 11 Gennaio 2009. Symbolic narration: cf G. CASTRO MARTÍNEZ Simbolismo
e linguaggio nella mistica cristiana, in Sentieri illuminati dallo Spirito. Atti del
Congresso Internazionale di Mistica, Roma 2006
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PROLOGUE
1. To explain and let the reader understand the nature of the mystic
path, along which the “searcher of God” , the well-disposed explorer
walks to reach the divine union with God, we refer to that mystic
theology already traced in a masterly way by the expert explorer, our
Saint Father St. John of the Cross. Our explorer, a proficient, following
the example "of others" (2N 16,8), progresses into the mystic path, "the
narrow path" (2S 7,7) of the eternal life, because he is led by God, "for
love of Him alone" (1S 1,4).
2. In the spiritual exercise of this mystic path, leaving the state of the
beginners, "the habits of the child" (1N 1,2), our explorer, thanks to "the
grace of God" (1N 1,2), progresses in the ways of the spirit, the state of
the proficients which is "the state of the contemplatives" (1N 1,1).
Through this way of the spirit, called the enlightening way, our explorer,
"by means of a pure and dark contemplation" (2N 3,3), stretches to the
state" of the perfect, which is that of the Divine union of the soul with
God" (1N 1,1).
3. Along this mystic path, defined exploratory mysticism, our explorer
is realizing the mysticism in evolution (A'), the summit and the novelty
of these pages, to which the previous mystic theology (A) and mystic
dynamics (B) are oriented. We will focus on this mysticism in
evolution in the final synthesis.
4. The searcher of God walks along this mystic path, the spiritual way
that Christ himself taught us, with three theological attitudes which
prepare him to "the divine union with God" (1S 1,2): hope, faith, and
love. These three virtues, gift instilled by God, "prepare" because they
are in existential act (A') in the three following exploratory criteria:
16



first exploratory criterion: through the "hope", whose object is
what we don't own, the explorer enters the mystic fascination
"which has no way" (2S 4,5), fascination of transcendental echoes
of everything and nothing, of the todo y nada of St. John of the
Cross: "in order to arrive at having pleasure in everything, desire
to have pleasure in nothing..." (1S 13,11-13)



second exploratory criterion: in a life "according to faith" (CB
prologue 2) "as it were, by night, in darkness" (1S 1,1), the
explorer climbs the Mount with order and sweetness, self-denial
and purity (2S 17,2 - 2S 7,5), two precise coordinates that we will
present further.



third exploratory criterion: only for the love of God, "for love of
Him alone" (1S 1,4), the explorer lives in the continuous
evangelical self-denial, which is the theological attitude towards
the "nada" (1S 13, 2-13).

5. These three exploratory criteria together with the three theological
virtues, or rather the three theological virtues acting in the three
exploratory criteria, contain our mystic in evolution (A'), through which,
along this mystic path, the explorer is preparing himself to the union
with God.
6. This is why we speak about the mystic path as a theological way;
as mysticism in evolution (A'); as sequela Christi; because in this way of
life "which has no way" (2S 4,5), our explorer is being transformed; he
gradually destroys an old habit, "habitus", of the "old man" (2N 16,4),
while he is dressing with the new: he removes an "old skin" (2N 13,11)
because the new one is alive. In fact, it is impossible to remove
something without starting to put something on, or to pose in act a
"divine gift" of novelty, of grace.
7. As "Christ is the Way" (2S 7,9), God, as a loving mother (1n 1,2),
encourages the "searcher of God" to walk with his feet (1N 12,1) along
17

the "admirable doctrine" (2S 7,4), "so that it may lose the habit of a
child and betake himself to more important and substantial occupations"
(1N 1,2; 1N 8,3; 12,1).
8. In this mystic way of life, along the mystic path, the explorer
becomes, by degrees, "a pure spirit well-disposed towards God" (CB
1,22).

A.

MYSTIC THEOLOGY

On a mystic theology which reflects a mystery through a symbolic
narration

STROPHE - I
This is the wonder in front of our eyes,
in this day created by the Good Shepherd of our souls:
the time which elapses, the sun which warms, the moons which succeed,
the months which unfold as the pages of a book:
these are the Shepherd's moons.

1. In this first strophe, the explorer well-disposed towards God, with a
symbolic language according to the Faith, tells about the wonder of
having been placed by Christ in the evangelical path which leads to the
eternal life, the senda oscura of St. John of the Cross.
This evangelical path became the life of his life. The well-disposed
explorer, the one who is looking for God, calls his earthly life: this day
created by the Good Shepherd, because it is the Easter of Christ, day
without sunset, which wraps all his life and all the human history, from
18

the beginning until its perfection. It has already been mentioned about
the wonder of Moses in front of the mystery of God nearby the bush,
and that of St. John of the Cross: "a thing of great wonder" (2N 5,7),
when he writes about God who, with a "light and gentle hand" (2N 5,7),
"only touches, and that mercifully" (2N 5,7).
This wonder is thus the key word, that reveals the whole mystery of
grace and love that the Good Shepherd gives to the one who is looking
for God. In fact, the contemplation is a divine influence that this
Shepherd wishes to effuse in all the humans redeemed by the sacrifice of
His Easter.
2. With the beauty of His grace and love, two beautiful and harmless
eyes, the Good Shepherd changes - en una noche oscura - the life of
our main character, infusing in him a new dimension which is here
called contemplación or mystictheology; the theologians call it secret
wisdom, by which he looks at everything as adapted to the Faith, with a
new glance of wonder: the time which passes, the succession of the sun
and the moon which enlighten the day and the cosmic night, the
synthesis of the whole created universe.
3. Moreover, it is affirmed that noche , infusión, contemplación, are
three mystic gifts which, by degrees, change the months which unfold
as the pages of a book, so that they may become the Shepherd's moons.
All this is revealed to the wonder of the explorer well-disposed towards
God along this mystic theology, the mystic path.

The doctrinal content of STROPHE I is following.
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B.

MYSTIC DYNAMICS

On a mystic dynamics which reflects a mystery through a symbolic
narration

STROPHE - II
And so, thanks to this humble Shepherd,
with His clear and harmless eyes,
our life becomes a green meadow,
on which He can walk, rest, sleep;
a silent mountain
always in front of His eyes, enchanting;
a stream of clear waters,
where He can catch sight of His face;
a growing little flower offered to His wonder;
a blazing starry sky
in which He can admire the work of his hands.

1. This second strophe is about the growth of the explorer welldisposed towards God. His life - through the different degrees of wonder
and of the horrors of the noche oscura- becomes a new life expressed by
the images of the meadow, the mountain, the stream, the little flower,
the blazing starry night, with all the respective qualities which connote a
mystic dynamics which is realizing itself by degrees along the mystic
path, in the senda oscura.
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2. Here it is contained all the mystery of grace and love which
discloses itself during the development of the existence.
In fact, it happens a sort of reversal. It is not the explorer who walks
along the mystic path, the senda oscura, but it is the Good Shepherd; in
fact, he is the senda oscura which is forming, transforming, leaving
again his seal during his mystic flight: his walking in the "rȗah of the
day".
The explorer well-disposed towards God is becoming again a delight; he
is becoming again for the Divine Delight the Eden expressed by the
symbols: a green meadow, a silent mountain, a stream of clear water, a
growing little flower, a blazing starry sky, along the mystic dynamics of
the three steps or conditions of the interior life: the beginners, the
proficients, the perfects one.
About the meadow on which the Shepherd can find His pleasure while
resting and sleeping, we already mentioned the experience of St.
Therese of Child Jesus, who often offered her heart to Jesus so that He
can rest and sleep: "Jesus... hastens to take the most of the rest that I
offer to him" (MA 75), but she explains that "rarely the souls let Him
rest peacefully" (MA 75)
3. The glance of grace and love of the Good Shepherd is creating
again with his skilful hands. Here God is actually the main Agent who,
by His skilful and humble pedagogy (2S 7), is realising a history of
salvation.
From the searcher of God bien dispuesto it is required a particular habit,
an aptitude towards the evangelical abnegation, admirabile doctrina, the
one of the proficients, in his "tratar con Dios con más cortesìa" (1N
12,3) a gentle and respectful treating in the spirit, en el espìritu, with the
Good Shepherd with His clear and harmless eyes.
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The mystic inebriation of the "primer precepto: Amarás a tu Dios de
todo" (2N 11,4) is taking shape - a oscuras - for the explorer welldisposed towards God.
The doctrinal content of STROPHE II is following.

A’. MYSTICISM IN EVOLUTION
On a Mysticism in evolution which reflects a mystery through a symbolic
narration.

STROPHE - III
This is what we are. Thanks to Him we are created for Him.
Thus our joy is to give Him our life, our moons,
so that they may become the Shepherd's moons.
1. In this third strophe our "searcher of God", the explorer welldisposed towards God, catches a glimpse of the new dimensions in the
spirit. This is all summarized in few words: Thanks to God.
In fact, it is only by the strength of His Love received on a gift, seal of
grace, that is revealed to our explorer the "wonderful doctrine" (2N
11,4), as a high vertical line of the todo y nada (2S 13, 11-13).
Along this wonderful vertical line, "pasando por ella" (2N 22,2), as
through secret stairs, he already listens to a silent music, although of
arcane sounds.
2.
So, under the impulse of his love, "for love of Him alone" (1S
1,4), the searcher of God starts experiencing the fascination of being
involved in the sequela Christi, essential and radical proposal, which
makes him steady, by degrees, in a high level, a totalizing gift, thanks to
his theological aptitude towards the nada.
22

This, as Paul VI wrote, is the Christian joy, a Theological one, "que no
tiene modo" (2S 4,5), the joy of being able to look at two clear and
harmless eyes and give Him our life, our moons, so that they may
become the Shepherd's moons.
The doctrinal content of STROPHE III is following.

“resembling the swan” (FB 1,30)

“They are like two beautiful eyes of a "pure and well-disposed spirit towards God"
(CB 1,22), an expert of a silent music, whose green melodies spread "around the
solitary valleys" (CB strophe 14) hidden in the heart of the Church”
- The mystic path of St. John of the Cross -
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Explorer
When the expert explorer gazes at these two wonderful methods,
he discovers that they have already led him during the night.
- The mystic path of St. John of the Cross -
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1.

SEARCHER OF GOD

1. As the one who, approaching the borders of a new land, looks for the
way to enter and carefully inspects all the borders, so does the one who is
progressing along the mystic path, searching for new dimensions in the
spirit (2N 16,8), using two exploratory methods, already tested by "others"
(2N 16,8).


With "order and sweetness" (2S 17,2), he inspects the "path of
contemplation so solitary and secret" (2N 25,2) in order to enter the
new land from the "door", that is to say, with the permission of the
"Bishop"8 and, crossing the threshold, begins to explore the mystic
path.



With "self-denial and purity" (2S 7,5), he takes vision of the "first
precept" (2N 11,4) and in a continuous "conversation with God" (2S
17,5), starts the wonderful exploration of the mystic path.

By these words we have presented the two theological methods, or better,
the two theological methods - twin methods - have presented themselves.
They are a point of reference, two precise and clear coordinates, which
freely show themselves - with grace - saying in a gentle and smiling way
"be faithful and don't worry, we are the only ones who can lead you along
the mystic path towards new unknown and unexplored dimensions in the
spirit".
As soon as we looked at both methods with "perfect faith" (3S 42,6),
immediately we began to love them.

8

The mystic path, and the research about St. John of the Cross which is
contained in it, takes shape from an experience of the 2007 in the Pieve of SS.
Annunziata in Cellena, with the permission of the Superiors OCD and of His
Excellency Mgr. Mario Meini (now Bishop of Fiesole), who hosted us for a year in
the diocese of Sovana- Pitigliano - Orbetello.
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2. What is properly defined "self-direction led by the spirit"9, is here clear:
to be led by two theological methods, which are two precise indications of
the Mystic Doctor, synthesis of the cooperation between God and the
searcher of God along the mystic path. Both methods - two transparent
drops - are famous for a lot of pleasant qualities: they are sincere and fair;
harmless and wise; simple like the doves and cautious like the snakes; they
are like the two blades of the sword of Christ (Mt 10,34; Ap 1,16). All
these qualities, and others, are summarized in a single word: they are
Christian.
They are like two beautiful eyes of a "pure and well-disposed spirit
towards God" (CB 1,22), an expert of a silent music, whose green
melodies spread "around the solitary valleys" (CB strophe 14) hidden in
the heart of the Church.
3. When the expert explorer gazes at these two wonderful methods, he
discovers that they have already led him during the night, when the
fleeting sunset was already over: the first part of the night exceeded long
since.
Both coordinates will fulfil with "purity" (2N 12,1) their precious service:
to lead those who, as Jacob, (Gen 32,23), fight with a good-hearted Angel
near the mystic ford, "here God grants the favour of purging them".
To these clear eyes “as fire” (Ap 1,14), “Christ with his beautiful eyes”,
the “searcher of God” addresses his worship. The title "well-disposed"
(CB prologue) is really suitable for our explorer, as with the help of these
two beautiful eyes, he wonderfully progresses towards new dimensions.
4. The expert and wise explorer, who is climbing the clear granite face of
the "nada" of St. John of the Cross towards the summit of the Mount, will
immediately notice the favours the explorer has received during his trials;
so that he could become an expert explorer as well.
9

L.J. GONZALES "Counselling Spirituale: sulla scia della mistagogica
carmelitana", in ID (ed.), Mistica Carmelitana. Sviluppo umano in Dio, Rome 2006.
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The mystic Doctor tells us, about these trials, the necessity that the
searcher of God passes through this dark passage, the mystic ford, in an
Easter perspective of purification and freedom from all that oppose the
first precept. If our explorer - the Prince of Mystics tells us - is not
exercised and proved "with trials and temptations, he cannot quicken the
sense of Wisdom".

2.

IN THEOLOGICAL ACT

1. St. John of the Cross, giving a theological value and meaning to the
necessary path of "negation or spiritual purity, which are all one" (2S 7,5)
contained in the famous “nada”, suggests to the humans where they can
find again their dignity: in the “purity and love” (2S 5,8).
It is interesting to notice how, for the Saint Doctor, the negation is the
same as the spiritual purity; so, the same spiritual exercise of negation
reveals and shows a longing for spiritual purity, for the "state of innocence
which was Adam's" (2N 24,2); and the human of St. John of the Cross
enters the "nada", walks along the negation/purity "which the Lord
commends to us"(2S 7,5), because he is led by God “for love of him alone,
enkindled in love of Him" (1S 1,4).
Walking through this evangelical self-denial, the Christian who desires to
rise in the Christian life, gradually destroys those carnal toxic attitudes
which "oppose to God and offer Him greater resistance than does
nothingness" (1S 6,4): the instincts, whose injury, privative and positive
(1S 6-12), are a lot.
In this wonderful doctrine of the "nada", which doesn't hinder the action of
the grace of God (1S 6,4), "is contained all the necessary doctrine to reach
the summit of the Mount" (1S 13,10). In fact, according to St. John of the
Cross, the importance of the evangelical self-denial is lived not only in the
ascetic aspect, but first of all in the mystery of grace of the theological
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communion, the mystic experience, the discovery that our inner being is
uninhabited by the divine Presence.
That is to say: the "nada" of St. John of the Cross are a divine initiative,
they are a mystery of grace and a Christian answer, they are for those who
have the fortune of "having being posed "en la senda di este monte" (S
prologue 9).
2. Driven by the well-ordered and sweet action of God, the human of St.
John of the Cross is aware of his own imperfections; so the theological
attitude towards the "nada", summarized in the advices at the end of the
first book of the "Ascent of Mount Carmel" (1S 13,4), since they don't
oppose, they don't resist to God: "for the will that is negatively inclined
cannot resist supernatural infusions" (2S 16,10); they are for the soul an
active and effective "giving" a contemplative "shape"10 to their own
spiritual identity, cooperating with God, with His giving shape, so that His
well-ordered and sweet action, from a "greater work" (1S 6,4) engenders
"less work".
3. All this can be understood by the human who "is in conversation with
God". In fact, only in the "trato con Dios" the soul is charmed and then led
- "being led by God" (1S 1,4) - along the rugged path of the "nada", which
doesn't hinder Him, "it doesn't resist" (1S 6,4).
So, in a continuous conversation with God the human finds himself again,
finds again the path of Christ, finds himself in the paths of the
contemplative attitude which lead him "perfectly to spiritual conversation
with God" (2S 17,5), that is "the delight of delectable knowledge of God"
(3S 26,5). We find here again, at the "summit of the Mount" (1S 13,10),
the "pure essence of the soul", the purity, which is typical of the blessed,
who "for love of Him alone" (1S 1,4), walking in the faith, in conversation
with God, which is "perfect faith" (3S 42,6), "faith in act", contemplative
10

BENEDICT XVI, Sacramentum caritatis, Apostolic Exhortation, 22 February
2007, n. 80.
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attitude, they behaved "negatively with loving and humble resignation"
(2S 16,10), being purified (1S 6,4) by the well-ordered and sweet action of
God.
4. And so,"the clean of heart are called by our Saviour blessed: which is
as if He had called them 'enkindled with love', since blessedness is given
by nothing else than love" (2N 12, 1). All things considered, we are
created for this (CB 28,3), we are created for "the purity and the love" (2S
5,8).

3.

POR NUEVOS CAMINOS

1. The mystic path of St. John of the Cross looks as an evangelical path
of perfection; it is very close to the message of the Church at the
beginning of the third millennium and it promotes a double focus that has
to be realized gradually, at the explorer pace, our searcher of God:


the search of what is authentic in the Christian life: the search of the
worship to the living God, realized through a continuous
"conversation with God";



the theological method with whom we carry out the sequela Christi:
the evangelical abnegation that the Mystic doctor calls "admirable
doctrine".

In fact, the mystic path, placed inside the doctrinal system of St. John of
the Cross, unfolds like a wonderful vertical line in a form of exploratory
mysticism, and it progresses towards new dimensions in the spirit: "nuevos
caminos".
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2. Our main character, the explorer well-disposed towards God,
progresses to the summit of the Mount Carmel, driven by four dynamic
terms: an impulse; an aim; a way; a path.


An impulse: the well-disposed in the spirit explorer starts - in a dark
night - the wonderful vertical line of the path which, according to its
degrees, unfolds into three moments: preparation for the divine
infusion; the divine infusion; the phases which follow the infusion.



An aim: the explorer decides to follow the project of the mystic path
with "determination" (1N 1,2) and with a fundamental and final aim
of his life: to reach "the summit of the union with God" (1S 13,10).



A way: the searcher of God progresses along the mystic path in a
continuous relationship with God; St. John of the Cross calls this
relationship or contemplative attitude "conversation with God" (2S
17,5); it is the way of a totalizing relationship which is lived in the
mysticism in evolution.



A path: with the help of the well-ordered divine pedagogy (2S 17),
the explorer, along the path of this Mount, rises in the sequela
Christi, which is "the spiritual exercise of the narrow path of the
eternal life" (N, prologue), so that the worship to the living God is
accomplished that we can find in the first precept: "Thou shalt love
thy God with all thy heart" (2N 11,4).

3. These dynamic terms of the mystic path are directed towards new
dimensions, "nuevos caminos". They take their vitality from three
doctrinal elements: evangelical abnegation: "admirable doctrine" (2S 7,4);
theological life: "preparation for the union of the soul with God" (2N
21,11); Christian prayer: conversation with God.
In the living experience, in a theological act, the new dimensions in the
spirit are summarized in that mystic theology "according to the Faith" (CB
prologue 2), which "has no way" (2S 4,5), it is a secret wisdom that God
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communicates to the soul "for love" (2N 5,3) and "with perfect Faith" (3S
42,6).
The explorer well-disposed along the "path of obscure contemplation" (2S
7,13), feeds himself with this mystic theology, as the Mystic Doctor would
say; he supports himself with the "admirable doctrine" (2N 11,4) whose
contents are the "substantial" (1N 1,2) foods, "bread with crust" (1N 12,
1), which is the "food of robust person" (1N 12,1).
4. To those who ask the "reasons for hope" (1Pt 3,15) inscribed in the
mystic path, we can answer that the "way of perfection" (1S 13,10), as an
expression of the Teresian charisma of the third millennium, has got in
itself the theological hope of combining two evangelical dynamics:


the dynamic inclination, "in Verbo tuo" (Lc 5,5), to put out to sea:
"duc in altum" (Lc 5,4), to brave choices.



the contemplative dynamics: "Let adore The Lord, Christ, in thy
heart" (1 Pt 3,15) in order to realize the connection between the
evangelical essential, the sequela Christi, and the evangelical
polarity: starting again from the essential.

Combining these two evangelical dynamics is the reason of the hope of the
mystic path, the "senda oscura" of St. John of the Cross, "a high"11 and
totalizing12 level for the children of the Church of the new millennium.

11

JOHN PAUL II, Message to the Plenary of the Congregation for the Institute
of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life, 21September 2011, nn. 3-4.
12
BENEDICT XVI, Address to Superiors General of the Institutes of
Consecrated Life, 22 May 2006.
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4.

DIVINE PEDAGOGY
"It was I who taught Ephraim to walk,
taking them by the arms" (Hosea 11)

The theological dynamical project
1. God, in His pedagogy, brings gradually our explorer to perfection: "God
brings the human to perfection according to the way of human's own
nature, working from what is lowest and most exterior up to what is most
interior and highest" (2S 17,4). Our searcher of God, in his continuous
"conversation with God", by degrees, actually "becomes ever more
detached and emptied of the ways of sense" (2S 17,5).
We have already said that our explorer is a searcher of God who uses a
path by stages in the spirit tested since the first centuries of the Christian
era. This path is seen in a theological-dynamical perspective.
This expression means that we will develop the plan of the mystic path
starting from the mystery of the One and Triune God Who reveals Himself
and who is present within the history of salvation and within each believer,
using the skilled experience of the Prince of Mystics, who is not only a
subject of meditation, but also one of the sources of the spiritual theology.
2. As a theologian, St. John of the Cross witnesses a systematic approach
to the history of salvation and of the process for holiness.
In fact, the teaching of the Mystic Doctor proposes this theological
dynamism: "the human arrives in the bosom of the Trinity [glorification],
because from the Trinity he is born [predestination]"13. [1]
In fact, according to our Saint, in the human, who is predestined by God to
the divine union, all the big stages of the salvation which appear in the
biblical Revelation are fulfilled, in an active-passive way. Big stages
which succeed each other and which are: creation, redemption,
purification, transformation, divinization.
13

FEDERICO RUIZ, "Metodo e strutture di antropologia sanjuanista", in Temi
di Antropologia Teologica, a cura di Ermanno Ancilli, Roma 1981, 416.
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The searcher of God, our explorer well-disposed towards God, during his
walk of spiritual exercise which aims at the communion with God, lives
again the inner experience of these saving facts which God realized within
the history of salvation.
3. The presence of the One and Triune God, "the axis of the spiritual life"14
[2], coordinates the ascetic-spiritual path of the Christian. According to the
Mystic Doctor, the presence of the One and Triune God accompanies all
the stages of the historical-saving development of the Christian who, from
his birth (creation),throughout the rebirth-purification (baptism), the
mystic transformation and the divinization (Easter Christology), stretches
himself forward towards the glorification.
This theological path of St. John of the Cross takes his strength from the
only objective path constituted by the wonders of God within the history of
salvation, that the Christian lives again in a subjective way in the mystic
exploratory pattern of the theological todo-nada, the diptych Ascent/Dark
Night; and in the mystic unifying aspect described in the Spiritual Canticle
and in the Living Flame of Love.
So, we can identify the plan of the path towards perfection at whom our
explorer constantly looks, within the mystic dynamics, that is to say,
within the project of salvation that St. John of the Cross has about the
human life stretching towards the "high and sublime union with God" (N,
prologue).

The divine pedagogy
1. We cannot wonder if we speak about a divine pedagogy, about His
divine initiative and about His way of acting towards the human.
According to St. John of the Cross in the spiritual life God is the main
character, He is the "main Lover" (CB 31,2), He is the one "who moves
and infuses Love" (FB 3,50).
14

GIOVANNI PAOLO II, Maestro della Fede, n. 9.
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About this divine way of acting the Saint notices some qualities that
underline the care, the attention and the harmlessness of God towards our
well-disposed explorer: "The peace of God, being spiritual and delicate,
performs a work which is quiet and delicate, solitary, productive of peace
and satisfaction" (1N 9,7). This way of acting engenders in the soul - step
by step - the "secret, peaceful and loving" infusion of the contemplation
which "if allowed, excites the soul with the spirit of love" (1N 10,6).
2. Now, as God deals with the soul according to His own nature, that is
"when individuals love and do good to other, they love and do good
according to their own nature" (FB 3,6), the searcher of God is urged to
have with God a "kind and respectful" conversation (1N 12,3).
God, "infinite beauty" (1S 4,4), or better "abyss of infinite beauty" (FB
3,22), moves the human within his own anthropological nature, made up of
two interdependent dimensions: the sensitive or lower one (2S 3,2),
thanks to whom we communicate with the World, and the spiritual one or
"the higher part of the soul and the part which is in relation with God and
receives His communications" (3S 26,4).
"God - the Saint writes - is to move the soul and to raise it up from the
extreme depth of its lowliness to the extreme height of the Divine union
with Him, He must do it with order and sweetness and according to the
nature of the soul itself" (2S 17,3). So, our Saint stresses with "an ordinary
method" (2S 17,4), the way of the divine proceeding throughout which
God gives shape, moves and raises the soul towards the summit of the
union: the trinitarian communion.
3. We can summarize this divine way of acting, of "giving shape" in the
three principles that St. John of the Cross suggests as points of reference of
the divine pedagogy:
 "The works that are done are ordained by God" (2S 17,2)
 "The wisdom of God, orders all things with sweetness" (2S 17,2)
 "God moves all things according to their nature"(2S 17,2)
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Throughout these principles, therefore, God takes by hand the human,
shapes him with a divine touch, gives him a shape with order and
sweetness and conforming to the human nature: "God continues to lead the
soul step by step till it reaches that which is the most interior of all" (1S
17,4).
It is a thing of great wonder that, when God begins giving a shape,
"moving" the soul from the more exterior up to the more interior, because
of the impurities and imperfections which are in the soul, that the Saint
calls appetites, it feels this well-ordered and sweet action of God very
contrary and heavy: "A thing of great wonder and pity is it that the soul’s
weakness and impurity should now be so great that, though the hand of
God is of itself so light and gentle, the soul should now feel it to be so
heavy and so contrary" (2N 5,7).
"From what has been said it will be seen how much greater is the work of
God in the cleansing and the purging of a soul from these contrarieties
than in the creating of that soul from nothing" (1S 6,4).
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istituto di spiritualità santa teresa di gesù bambino

- PISA CORSI PUBBLICATI
L e f r o n t i e r e d e l l’ a n i m a
COLLANA DI SPIRITUALITÀ PUBBLICATA DA
RIVISTA DI ASCETICA E MISTICA / EDIZIONI NERBINI
SEZIONE TESTI CARMELITANI

BALLINI G., Il sentiero mistico di Giovanni della Croce.
Mistica esplorativa nel nuovo millennio. Nerbini Firenze
2008, pp. 160.
"A mysticism for the third millennium", that's the
expression that connects the two key elements of this
work: on one hand, the doctrine of St. John of the
Cross, on the other, the need to start from the doctrine
of the Mystic Doctor in order to show to contemporary
mankind new ways for the Spirit.
The aim of the text is to explain the crucial principles of
the spirituality of St. John of the Cross to those
Christians who are well-disposed towards new
adventures of the spirit, in order to reach the "union
with God".

BALLINI G., Spiritualità indiana. Magistero e mistica
carmelitana. Edizioni Nerbini Firenze 2010, pp. 210.

The word "spirituality" expresses the research of an
absolute value. Indian spirituality is here understood as
a research of a spiritual path, a research of the Absolute,
that has its origin in the Yoga (
), the way of the
ancestors, the ancient path of self-fulfilment for the
Indian humans.
The purpose of the author is to provide introductory
directions of the Indian spirituality in order to identify
the common spiritual basis in the ancient religions of
India and the Christian Faith.
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